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Gustafson and Styan (Gustafson and Styan, Superstochastic ma-
trices and Magic Markov chains, Linear Algebra Appl. 430 (2009)
2705–2715) examined the mathematical properties of super-
stochastic matrices, the transition matrices of “magic” Markov
chains formed from scaled “magic squares”. This paper explores the
main stochastic properties of such chains as well as “semi-magic”
chains (with doubly-stochastic transitionmatrices). Stationary dis-
tribution, generalized inverses of Markovian kernels, mean ﬁrst
passage times, variances of the ﬁrst passage times and expected
times to mixing are considered. Some general results are devel-
oped, some observations from the chains generated byMATLAB are
discussed, some conjectures are presented and some special cases,
involving three and four states, are explored in detail.
© 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In this paper,we explore themain stochastic properties ofMarkov chainswhose transitionmatrices
are “doubly-stochastic” or “superstochastic”.When such transitionmatrices are generated from scaled
“semi-magic” squares or “magic” squares the resulting Markov chains are “semi-magic” or “magic”
Markov chains.
Deﬁnition 1
(i) A is a “magic squarematrix of order n” if its elements are positive valued and have equal row sums,
equal column sums, with the main diagonal and the main skew-diagonal each summing to the
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same sum, the “magic sum”. When the elements consist of the integers 1, 2, . . . , n2, the magic
sum = n(n2 + 1)/2 and the matrix is called a natural magic square of order n. (Other adjectives
used in the literature are classical – especially when the elements are 0, 1, . . . , n2 − 1, normal –
although this term has special meanings in linear algebra, pure or traditional.) [19, p. 142], [20,
p. 2661], [25, p. 7], [28, 29].
(ii) A “semi-magic square” is a square that fails to be magic only because one or both of the main
diagonals do not equal the magic sum [29].
(iii) A “diagonal semi-magic” square is a semi-magic square with the sum of the elements on the
diagonal also equal to the common row and column sums. This is sometimes called a “simple
magic square” [25, p. 65].
(iv) A “skew-diagonal semi-magic” square is a semi-magic square with the sum of the elements on
the skew-diagonal also equal to the common row and column sums.
We use the above deﬁnitions to distinguish between those semi-magic squares that are partially
magic but not fully magic. Thus, a semi-magic square that is both diagonal and skew-diagonal is a
magic square.
Let A = [aij] be an n × nmatrix of real non-negative elements.
Deﬁnition 2
(i) A is a “row-stochastic” matrix if for all i = 1, 2, . . . , n,∑nj=1 ai,j = 1.
(ii) A is a “column-stochastic” matrix if for all j = 1, 2, . . . , n,∑ni=1 ai,j = 1.
(iii) A has a “stochastic-diagonal” if
∑n
i=1 ai,i = 1.
(iv) A has a “stochastic-skew-diagonal” or “stochastic-anti-diagonal” if
n∑
i=1
ai,n−i+1 = 1.
(v) If A is both “row-stochastic” and “column-stochastic” then A is a “doubly-stochastic” matrix [13].
(vi) If A is doubly-stochastic with a “stochastic-diagonal” then A is a “diagonal-doubly-stochastic”
matrix.
(vii) If A is doubly-stochastic with a “stochastic-skew-diagonal” then A is a “skew-diagonal-doubly-
stochastic” matrix.
(x) If A is doubly-stochastic, with both a “stochastic-diagonal” and a “stochastic-skew-diagonal” then
A is a “superstochastic” matrix [4].
(xi) The doubly-stochastic matrix formed by dividing the elements of a semi-magic square matrix
by its magic sum is the transition matrix of a “semi-magic Markov chain”.
(xii) The superstochastic matrix formed by dividing the elements of a magic square matrix by its
magic sum is the transition matrix of a “magic Markov chain”. When the magic square is natural
we refer to such a transition matrix as a “natural magic Markov chain” [4].
Wewish to explore the stochastic properties of “magic” and “semi-magic”Markov chains (and their
diagonal and skew-diagonal variants).
If A = [aij] is the matrix of elements associated with an underlying magic or semi-magic square,
let s be its magic sum. Let P = [pij] where pij = aij/s. Then P = (1/s)A is the transition matrix of a
Markov chain, its “associated Markov chain”.
(Note that this is not to be confused with the term “associated” (regular, associative or symmet-
ric), natural magic squares where the antipodal constraint aij + an−i+1,n−j+1 = n2 + 1; i, j = 1, . . ., n
holds. See [20, p. 2668].)
We shall consider a variety of magic squares focusing, in particular, on the natural magic squares
generated byMATLAB in order to explore some general results and conjectures.We also consider some
well-known special magic squares and explore in detail magic squares of order 3 and 4.
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Let An be the natural magic square of order n generated byMATLAB.
(A study of theMATLABmagic(n) function used to generate natural magic squares has been carried
outbyMoler [22],where itwas shown thatmatrices generatedby this algorithmwereall singularwhen
n = 2k, non-singular when n = 2k + 1 and that, for n = 4k, the natural magic square has rank 3. See
also Moler [23] for further discussions on magic squares. Kirkland and Neumann [18] examined this
doubly-even natural magic square case inmore detail and showed that thematrix of themagic square
exhibits a full-rank factorization. They also obtained explicit expressions for the non-zero eigenvalues
of this matrix.)
For n = 3, 4, 5 and 6 the An are
A3 =
⎡
⎢⎣
8 1 6
3 5 7
4 9 2
⎤
⎥⎦ with magic sum s3 = 15,
A4 =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
16 2 3 13
5 11 10 8
9 7 6 12
4 14 15 1
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ with magic sum s4 = 34,
A5 =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
17 24 1 8 15
23 5 7 14 16
4 6 13 20 22
10 12 19 21 3
11 18 25 2 9
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
with magic sum s5 = 65,
A6 =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
35 1 6 26 19 24
3 32 7 21 23 25
31 9 2 22 27 20
8 28 33 17 10 15
30 5 34 12 14 16
4 36 29 13 18 11
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
with magic sum s6 = 111.
The order n “ﬂip matrix” is deﬁned as Jn =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 . . . 0 1
0 0 . . . 1 0
.. .. . . . .. ..
0 1 . . . 0 0
1 0 . . . 0 0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.
Let B3 = J3A3 =
⎡
⎣4 9 23 5 7
8 1 6
⎤
⎦ and C3 = A3J3 =
⎡
⎣6 1 87 5 3
2 9 4
⎤
⎦.
B3 is the well-known “Lo Shu” (or “Luoshu”) magic square, [25, p. 8], [27–29]. C3 is known as the
“Fire Square” magic square, [25, p. 12]. Every natural magic square of order 3 is obtained from the Lo
Shu by rotation or reﬂection. Pre- (or post-) multiplication by J3 interchanges the rows (or columns)
of an order 3 matrix.
Speciﬁc well-known fourth order magic squares are Dürer’s Melancolia I magic square B4 [25, p.
19], [29], which is a variant of A4 with columns 2 and 3 interchanged
B4 =
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
16 3 2 13
5 10 11 8
9 6 7 12
4 15 14 1
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ .
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The Chautisa Yantra, which can be found in Khajuraho, India, in the Parshvanath Jain Temple, is the
4 × 4 magic square C4 with magic sum s4 = 34 [25, p. 17], [29]
C4 =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
7 12 1 14
2 13 8 11
16 3 10 5
9 6 15 4
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ .
The non-natural Sagrada Familia magic square, found in the Passion façade of the Sagrada Familia
Cathedral in Barcelona, Spain, is given by D4 with magic sum of 33 [29]
D4 =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 14 14 4
11 7 6 9
8 10 10 5
13 2 3 15
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ .
The paper by Loly et al. [20] gives a very thorough discussion of the key mathematical properties
of low order natural magic squares – parameterizations, singular and non-singular cases, eigenvalues
and eigenvectors. The paper has 76 references, many that relate to recent work in this area.
In order to explore the stochastic properties of semi-magic and magic Markov chains, we shall
consider thepowers of the transitionmatrix, theproperties of the stationarydistribution, some speciﬁc
generalized inverses of the Markovian kernel I − P, the mean ﬁrst passage times, the variances of the
ﬁrst passage times and the expected times to mixing, all in relation to the associated Markov chain.
2. Powers of transition matrices
It is well known (see, for example, [13, Theorem 7.1.6]) that for a Markov chain with transition
matrix P, its k-step transition matrix, P(k) =
[
p
(k)
ij
]
, where
p
(k)
ij = P{Xk = j|X0 = i}, is given as P(k) = Pk.
Let e
T = (1, 1, . . ., 1) then Deﬁnition 2(i) implies that Pe = e, while Deﬁnition 2(ii) implies eTP =
e
T
. Thus if P is doubly-stochastic then every power of P is also doubly-stochastic. The proof follows
by induction since Pk+1e = PkPe = Pke = · · · = Pe = e, and similarly eTPk+1 = eTPPk = eTPk =
· · · = eTP = eT .
Thus, the powers of all doubly-stochastic transition matrices generate transition matrices of semi-
magic chains. However, this observation is not necessarily true for all magic chains. Using MATLAB
generated naturalmagic squares An, we observe the following results for the k-step transitionmatrices
of the associated natural magic Markov chains:
Let dk = diagonal magic sum = ∑ni=1 p(k)ii = tr(Pk) and
sk = skew-diagonal magic sum =
n∑
i=1
p
(k)
i,n−i+1 = tr(JnPk)
where Jn is the order n ‘ﬂip matrix’.
When k is odd, for all n 3, dk = sk = 1, so that the k-step transition matrix Pk is magic.
When k is even the result is not so clearcut. For all n 3, and k even, dk > 1, dk > dk+1 and
limk→∞ dk = 1, so that the k-step transition matrix Pk is semi-magic, but not magic.
For the values of sk we need to further reﬁne the classiﬁcation.
For n = 4l − 1, 4l, 4l + 1, (l 1), Pk is skew-diagonal semi-magic, with sk = 1.
For n = 4l + 2, (l 1), Pk is semi-magic with sk < 1, sk < sk+1 and limk→∞ sk = 1.
Thus for ﬁxed n, as k increases the k-step transition matrix approaches “magic” status.
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While these results follow from MATLAB computations, theoretical justiﬁcation has not been es-
tablished in all cases. For the n = 3 case see Section 8.
The limiting properties of P(k) = Pk are well known and follow from the Perron theory for positive
matrices. The results can be summarized as follows (see [4]).
Theorem 1. For any order n doubly-stochastic matrix P,
lim
k→∞ P
k = ee
T
e
T
e
= 1
n
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 1 . . 1
1 1 . . 1
. . . . .
. . . . .
1 1 . . 1
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
≡ 1
n
E.
This result applies for semi-magic as well as magic Markov chains and thus for superstochastic
matrices [4]. This is also a consequence of the equality of limiting and stationary distributions of
regular Markov chains (see the next section).
3. Stationary distribution
The ﬁrst observation we make is that if all the elements of P are positive, P is the transition matrix
of a regular (ﬁnite, irreducible, aperiodic) discrete-time Markov chain, {Xk}, (k 0), with state space
S = {1, 2, . . . , n}. Thus natural magic Markov chains are regular Markov chains.
It is well known that regular Markov chains have a unique stationary distribution {πj}, (1 j n),
that is also the limiting distribution of theMarkov chain [13, Theorem 7.1.2]. IfT = (1, 2, . . ., m) is
the stationary probability vector of the Markov chain then T is the unique solution to the stationary
equations T = TP subject to Te = 1.
The following result is well known (see [13, Exercise 7.1.6, p. 96]).
Theorem 2. Let T be the stationary probability vector of a Markov chain with transition matrix P.
T =
(
1
n
, 1
n
, . . ., 1
n
)
= eT
n
, if and only if, P is doubly-stochastic.
Proof. If T = keT is a stationary probability vector then by the stationary equations eT = eTP. Since
P is (row) stochastic, Pe = P implying P is doubly-stochastic. Conversely, if Pis doubly-stochastic,
e
T = eTP so that T = keT is a solution to the stationary equations. The requirement Te = 1 implies
1 = keTe = kn and hence k = 1/n.
Thus, semi-magic Markov chains have a completely speciﬁed stationary distribution {πj} with
πj = 1/n for all j. Since the transition matrix of a magic Markov chain is also doubly-stochastic, no
additional information regarding the stationary distribution, other than that given by Theorem 2, can
be gleaned.
4. Generalized inverses of Markovian kernels
Generalized inverse techniques are used for solving a variety of problemswhere aMarkovian kernel
I − P is involved. The key results are the following.
Consider matrices G satisfying condition 1 and possibly some of the following conditions, where
A = I − P.
Condition 1: AGA = A.
Condition 2: GAG = G.
Condition 3: [AG]T = AG.
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Condition 4: [GA]T = GA.
Condition 5: AG = GA.
Any matrix G satisfying Condition 1 is a ‘one-condition’ g-inverse of the matrix A.
Let P be the transitionmatrix of a ﬁnite irreducibleMarkov chainwith stationary probability vector
T , and let t and u be any vectors such that T t /= 0 and uTe /= 0, then I − P + tuT is non-singular
and [I − P + tuT ]−1 is a one-condition g-inverse of I − P [13,14]. In addition, under these conditions
(i) u
T [I − P + tuT ]−1 = T/(T t), (4.1)
(ii) [I − P + tuT ]−1t = e/(uTe). (4.2)
All ‘one-condition’ g-inverses of I − P are of the form [I − P + tuT ]−1 + ef T + gT , for arbitrary
vectors f and g [14, 13, Corollary 7.2.1A].
If G = [I − P + euT ]−1, where uTe /= 0, then, from (4.1) and (4.2), uTG = T and Ge = ge where
g = 1/(uTe). Such generalized inverses of I − P have useful properties for ﬁnding expressions for
stationary distributions and means and variances of ﬁrst passage times – see Sections 5 and 6, to
follow.
Let g
(r)T
i = e
T
i G, (where e
T
i is the ith elementary row vector),
g
(c)
j = Gej ,
growsum = Ge =
n∑
j=1
g
(c)
j = [g1·, g2·, . . ., gm·]T ,
and
g
T
colsum = e
T
G =
n∑
i=1
g
(r)T
i = [g·1, g·2, . . ., g·m].
The following special generalized inverses of I − P have some special properties for ﬁnite irre-
ducible transition matrices P:
(a) If Gee ≡ [I − P + eeT ]−1 = [gij], then growsum = e/n, g
T
colsum = T and j =
∑n
k=1 gkj = g·j [8].
(b) G
(r)
eb ≡ [I − P + ep
(r)T
b ]−1 = [gij], growsum = e, g
(r)T
b = e
T
b , p
(r)T
b G = T and j =
∑n
k=1 pbkgkj
[8].
(c) Geb ≡ [I − P + eeTb]−1 = [gij], growsum = e, g
(r)T
b = T , and j = gbj [8].
(d) G
(n)
ee
≡
[
I − P + eeT/n
]−1
= [gij], growsum = e, gTcolsum = nT , and j =
∑n
k=1 gkj/n = g·j/n.
(e) Z ≡ [I − P + ]−1 where  = eT , is Kemeny and Snell’s fundamental matrix of ﬁnite irre-
ducible Markov chains, growsum = e and TZ = T . Z also satisﬁes conditions 1 and 5 [11,15,17].
(f) A# ≡ [I − P + ]−1 −  = Z − , is the group inverse of I − P, growsum = 0 and TA# = 0T .
A# is the unique matrix satisfying conditions 1, 2 and 5 [21].
(g) A† ≡ [I − P + eT ]−1 − eT
nT
, theMoore–Penrose g-inverse of I − P, A† = 0 and TA† = 0T . A†
is the uniquematrix satisfying conditions 1, 2, 3 and 4. An equivalent formwas originally derived
by Paige et al. [24]. See also Hunter [11].
Thus, for all stochastic matrices P, the six generalized inverses Gee, G
(r)
eb , Geb, G
(n)
ee
, Z , and A#, each
have constant row rums but not necessarily so for A†. In general, the aforementioned g-inverses do
not have constant column sums.
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Under the condition of doubly-stochasticity, themulti-condition generalized inverses of I − P have
special structure. In particular, the following results are given in [11].
Conditions 1, 3 and 5 generalized inverses of I − P ; as well as Conditions 1, 4 and 5 generalized
inverses of I − P ; exist, if and only if, T =
(
1
n
, 1
n
, . . ., 1
n
)
= eT
n
.
From Theorem2, the above stationary probability vector requirement is equivalent to the condition
that P is doubly-stochastic, in which case such (non-unique) generalized inverses of I − P have the
form G = [I − P + eeT ]−1 − keeT . (Other variants are possible. See [10].)
For irreducible P, A# = A† if and only if P is doubly-stochastic [11,21].
In the case of doubly-stochastic matrices, when T = eT/n we see immediately that each of the
generalized inverses Gee, G
(n)
ee
= Z and A† = A# have both equal constant row and column sums: equal
to 1/n in the case of Gee, 1 in the case of Z , and 0 in the case of A
#. Thus each of these generalized
inverses are semi-magic. (It was previously known that the Moore–Penrose g-inverse of a semi-magic
square is semi-magic [26], so that the above observation for A† also follows from this result since if P
is semi-magic so is I − P.) No constancy of column sums appears for G(r)eb or Geb.
Exploration of the properties of the diagonal sums and skew-diagonal sums for these generalized
inverses usingMATLAB yields some interesting results.
For each transition matrix of the Markov chain associated with the natural MATLAB magic square
of order n, all the generalized inverses G
(r)
eb , Geb, Gee, Z(= G(n)ee ) and A#(= A†) have a diagonal sum that
is not equal to the overall constant row sum. Some of the row sums are the same while others differ,
but in no case does any g-inverse of the above forms have diagonal-semi-magic structure. In Section
7, we show that these diagonal sums, all traces of the respective g-inverse, are related to the mixing
properties of the chain. For the transition matrices associated with each underlying order n natural
magic square, tr(G
(r)
eb ) = tr(Geb) = tr(Z). Since tr() =
∑n
i=1 i = 1, tr(A†) = tr(A#) = tr(Z) − 1.
Further tr(Gee) = tr(Z) − 1 + 1/n.
MATLAB computations also corroborate that the sum of the skew-diagonal elements of G
(r)
eb , Geb,
G
(n)
ee
= Z have the same structure for each n, with the value 1 for n odd and 0 for n any multiple of 4.
The n = 4k + 2 cases have sums that are negative but monotonically increasing (towards 0).
The sumof the skew-diagonal elements of the group inverse A# (and hence also theMoore–Penrose
g-inverse A†) have similar structural properties for each n, but with the value 0 for n odd and −1 for
n any multiple of 4. The n = 4k+ 2 cases have sums that are negative but monotonically increasing
(towards−1). This follows from the results for Z since A# = Z −  and the sum of the skew-diagonal
elements of  are 1.
Thus, for n odd, Z is skew-diagonal semi-magic (with magic sum 1), Gee is skew-diagonal semi-
magic (with magic sum 1/n) and A# = A† is skew-diagonal semi-magic (with magic sum 0). None of
these g-inverses are fully magic.
A formal proof of these results is currently unavailable, except in the n = 4k case for A#. For this
situation, forMATLAB generated magic squares whose order is a multiple of 4, Kirkland and Neumann
[18] derived an expression for the group inverse of I − P, namely
A# = (I − P)# = I − 3 − (x/s)
2
1 − (x/s)2 J +
1
1 − (x/s)2 P +
1
1 − (x/s)2 P
2
where s = magic sum = n(n2+1)
2
, x = n
√
n3−n
2
√
3
and J = 1
n
ee
T
.
From these results, it is easily seen that the row sums and column sums are both 0, consistent with
known results. In Section 2 we observed that s2, the skew-diagonal sum of the elements of P
2, for the
transition matrices generated by the MATLAB natural magic squares is 1, and for n 3, s1 = 1. Thus
the skew-diagonal sum of A# is −1. Thus, in this situation, A# is semi-magic but not skew-diagonal
semi-magic.
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5. Mean ﬁrst passage times
Let Tij be the ﬁrst passage time random variable from state i to state j in a Markov chain with
transition matrix P. That is, Tij = min{n 1 such that Xn = j given that X0 = i}, so that Tii is the “ﬁrst
return to state i”. Let M = [mij] be the matrix of the mean ﬁrst passage times from state i to state j,
i.e.,mij = E[Tij|X0 = i] for all i, j ∈ S.
The irreducibility of the Markov chain ensures that the Tij are all proper random variables [12,
Theorem5.3.6], andunder theﬁnite state space restriction, all themomentsofTij areﬁnite [13, Theorem
7.3.1].
It is well known [13, Corollary 7.3.3B] that (I − P)M=E − PMd, where, Md=[δijmij], a diagonal
matrixwith elements thediagonal elements ofM. Sincemii=1/i, Md=(d)−1 ≡ D, where=eT .
Thus, for doubly-stochastic matrices of order n, and hence also for semi-magic and magic Markov
chains,mii = n, implying D = nI.
In [7], some useful formulae were developed, using generalized inverse techniques, for computing
M = [mij], especially in the situations when Ge = ge. This condition impliesM = [I − G + EGd]D [7,
Corollary 2.3.2].
Thus, for P doubly-stochastic (and hence for semi-magic Markov chains), M = [mij] = n[I − G +
EGd] implying
mij = δij + gjj − gij =
{
n i = j,
n(gjj − gij) i /= j.
Note that the ith row summi· = n[1 + tr(G) − gi·] and the jth column summ·j = n[1 + ngjj − g·j].
When P is doubly-stochastic and Ge = e,∑j gij = gi· = 1 so that mi· = ntr(G) and consequently
Me = ntr(G)e. (For the invariance of this result for any such G see Section 7 on mixing times.)
This result can also be established for G = Z using the fact [13, Theorem 7.3.8] thatM = tr(Z)e =∑n
i=1 zii. For doubly-stochastic P,  = e/n, so thatMe = ntr(Z)e.)
Unfortunately, while constant row sums is a feature of the mean ﬁrst passage time matrix M no
such general result can be derived for the column sums ofM for doubly-stochastic matrices nor even
magic Markov chains, as corroborated by calculations usingMATLAB.
Observe that the diagonal sum of the elements of M is given by
∑n
i=1 mii = n2, while the skew-
diagonal sum is
∑n
i=1 mi,n+1−i
=
{
n
∑n
i=1(gn+1−i,n+1−i − gi,n+1−i), n even,
n +∑ni=1,i /=(n+1)/2(gn+1−i,n+1−i − gi,n+1−i), n odd,
=
{
n
(∑n
i=1 gii
)− n (∑ni=1 gi,n+1−i) , n even,
n + n (∑ni=1 gii)− n (∑ni=1 gi,n+1−i) , n odd,
=
{
n [tr(G) − tr(JnG)] , n even,
n [1 + tr(G) − tr(JnG)] , n odd.
From ourMATLAB computations for natural magic Markov chains, for n = 4l − 1, 4l, 4l + 1, (l 1)
the sum of the elements of the skew-diagonal of M is the same as the common row sum of M. This
result does not hold for the cases n = 4l + 2, (l 1).
For an outline formal proof, observe that the ith-row sum ofM is given bymi· = n[1 + tr(G) − gi·]
so thesewill be constant if gi· is constant (i.e.,whenGe = ge) and for the special cases aboveweshowed
in fact that g = 1 implying that the rowsums arentr(G). Thus for the case ofn even (i.e.,n = 4l − 2, 4l)
constant skew-diagonal sums will be the same as the constant row sum sums if tr(JnG) = 0, i.e., if the
skew-diagonal sums of G are zero, which we veriﬁed by computations for the cases n = 4l.
6. Variances of ﬁrst passage times
Let m
(2)
ij be the 2nd moment of the ﬁrst passage time from state i to state j in the Markov chain,
i.e.,m
(2)
ij = E[T2ij |X0 = i]. It is well known [13, Theorem 7.3.10], thatM(2) = [m(2)ij ] satisﬁes thematrix
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equation (I − P)M(2) = E + 2P(M − Md) − PM(2)d . In [7], it was shown that, if G is any g-inverse of
I − P such that Ge = ge then
M(2) = 2[GM − E(GM)d] + MD−1M(2)d ,
whereM
(2)
d = D + 2D{(I − )G}dD.
The computation of var[Tij|X0 = i] = m(2)ij − (mij)2 can be carried out using the above expressions.
Using MATLAB to explore the properties of V = [var[Tij|X0 = i]] for natural magic Markov chains,
computations for n 3 did not yield any semi-magic or magic properties.
7. Expected times to mixing
The following deﬁnitionwas given in [9] as ameasure of the “time to stationarity” in a discrete-time
Markov chain.
Deﬁnition 3 (T, the “time to mixing” in a Markov chain). Let Y be a random variable whose probability
distribution is the stationary distribution {j}. We shall say that the Markov chain {Xn} “reaches
stationarity”, or achieves “mixing”, at time T = k, when Xk = Y for the smallest such k 1.
Thus, we ﬁrst sample from the stationary distribution {j} to determine a value of the random
variable Y , say Y = j.We then observe theMarkov chain, starting at a given state i and achieve “mixing”
at time T = n when Xn = j for the ﬁrst such n 1. That is, conditional upon Y = j, T = Tij , the ﬁrst
passage time from state i to state j when i /= j, or T = 0 when i = j).
Under the ﬁnite state space restriction, all themoments of Tij are ﬁnite. The irreducibility conditions
ensures theﬁniteness of the “mixing time” (a.s),with aﬁnite expectation. Ifmij is themeanﬁrst passage
time fromstate i to state j, i.e.,mij = E[Tij|X0 = i] for all i, then [9], the expected time tomixing starting
at state i, is
ηi =
m∑
j=1
mijj.
In [9], it was shown that that ηi = η, a constant independent of i, the starting state (an observation
also made in [1, Corollary 14 and Lemma 29, Chapter 2]).
If G = [gij] is any g-inverse of I − P, and  = eT ,  = [1 − tr(G) + tr(G)]e = ηe.
In particular, if G is any g-inverse of I − P such that Ge = ge, then
η = 1 − g + tr(G). (7.1)
If G is one of the g-inverses G
(r)
eb , Geb, G
(n)
ee
or Z , then g = 1, if G is A# then g = 0, while if G is
Gee, g = 1/n and (7.1) establishes the relationships between the diagonal sums of the generalized
inverses alluded to earlier in Section 4.
Note that if we assume that mixing can occur initially we need to consider “hitting times” rather
than “return times” to any state, (see [6]). Under this scenario, the expected time to mixing, starting
in state i,
τM,i = 0.j +
m∑
j /=i
mijj =
m∑
j=1
mijj − imii = η − 1 ≡ τM,
which is independent of the starting state i.
Thus, if G is any g-inverse of I − P, τM = tr(G) − tr(G), while if Ge = ge, then
τM = tr(G) − g = tr(Z) − 1 = tr(A#). (7.2)
In [9], it was shown that for any irreducible n-state Markov chain η n+1
2
and hence τM  n−12 ,
with equality holding for periodic, period n, Markov chains. Canwe ﬁnd a lower bound for semi-magic
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or magic Markov chains? Since η and τM are a measure of the time to mixing and all magic Markov
chains have transition matrices with no 0 elements we would expect these parameters to be close to,
but greater than, these lower bounds. We explore this in more detail for three-state Markov chains in
Section 8.
8. Three-state Markov chains
Let P =
⎡
⎣1 − b − c b cd 1 − d − f f
g h 1 − g − h
⎤
⎦ be the transition matrix of a Markov chain with
state space S = {1, 2, 3}. Note that there are six independent parameters subject to the restrictions
that 0 < b + c  1, 0 < d + f  1 and 0 < g + h 1. The parameter selection ensures the stochastic
row sums = 1.
In order for this matrix to be doubly-stochastic we require, in addition, stochastic column sums
equal to one, implying b + c = d + g, d + f = b + h, g + h = c + f . Thus we can replace two pa-
rameters d = b + c − g, f = g + h − c, (implying d + f = b + h), leading to the generic, order 3,
doubly-stochastic matrix, with four independent parameters:
P =
⎡
⎣1 − b − c b cb + c − g 1 − b − h g + h − c
g h 1 − g − h
⎤
⎦ .
For a superstochastic matrix we require, from the stochastic diagonal properties, that 2 = 2(b +
h) + g + c and, from the stochastic skew-diagonal properties, that g + c = b + h implying that b +
h = 2/3 so that g = 2/3 − c and h = 2/3 − b. This leads to the generic, order 3, superstochastic
matrix, with two independent parameters:
P =
⎡
⎢⎣
1 − b − c b c
b + 2c − 2
3
1
3
4
3
− b − 2c
2
3
− c 2
3
− b b + c − 1
3
⎤
⎥⎦ .
Note that all superstochastic order 3 transitionmatrices must have 1/3 in the central (2, 2) position
consistent with the observation that all order 3 magic squares have the value 5 in the central position
[25, p.3].
Special superstochastic matrices are the natural magic square with b = 1/15, c = 6/15, Lo Shu
with b = 9/15, c = 2/15 and Fire Square with b = 1/15, c = 8/15.
Of interest are the properties of powers of P. It can be shown, by direct matrix multiplication for
this three-state case, that P3 is also superstochastic when P is superstochastic. (see [25, pp. 62–63]
where direct evaluation of two different canonical forms of the three-state P, one due to Hendricks
[5] and another due to Johnson [16], are cubed). See also [2] where general forms of powers of order 3
magic squares are obtained. It is shown that all even powers ofmagic squarematrices do not produce a
magic square but that all odd powers ofmagic squarematrices aremagic. In [2], it is also observed that
the even powers of order 3 magic square matrices have a peculiar structure in that all the elements on
the main diagonal are the same and that, in addition, all the off-diagonal elements are the same.
Let 1 = fg + dh + dg,2 = gb + hc + hb,3 = bf + cd + cf , with  ≡ 1 + 2 + 3.
A three-state Markov chain, with the typical transition matrix as speciﬁed above, is irreducible
(and hence a stationary distribution exists) if and only if1 > 0,2 > 0,3 > 0;with the stationary
probability vector (1, 2, 3) = 1(1,2,3).
Double-stochasticity implies that 1 = 2 = 3 = gb + hc + hb = δ so that  = 3δ with the
stationary probability vector(1, 2, 3) =
(
1
3
, 1
3
, 1
3
)
, which also holds for the superstochasticMarkov
chains.
In [9], for all three-state Markov chains, a general expression for all g-inverses of I − P of the form
G(t, u) = [I − P + tuT ]−1, (whereT t /= 0, uTe /= 0),was obtained.Wenowrestrict this to g-inverses
of the form G(e, u) to ensure that Ge = g·e where g· = 1/(uTe).
With1,2,3 and = 1 + 2 + 3 asabove, and(e, u) ≡ uTe = (u1 + u2 + u3) then
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G(e, u) = 1
(e, u)
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎡
⎣1 2 31 2 3
1 2 3
⎤
⎦+ u1
⎡
⎣ 0 0 0−f − g − h c + g + h f − c
−d − f − h h − b b + d + f
⎤
⎦
+ u2
⎡
⎣f + g + h −c − g − h c − f0 0 0
g − d −b − c − g b + c + d
⎤
⎦
+ u3
⎡
⎣d + f + h b − h −b − d − fd − g b + c + g −b − c − d
0 0 0
⎤
⎦
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
.
Under the condition of double-stochasticity of P (with d = b + c − g, f = g + h − c),
G(e,u) = 1
3δ(u1 + u2 + u3)
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎡
⎢⎣
δ δ δ
δ δ δ
δ δ δ
⎤
⎥⎦+ u1
⎡
⎢⎣
0 0 0
−2g − 2h + c c + g + h g + h − 2c
−b − 2h h − b 2b + h
⎤
⎥⎦
+ u2
⎡
⎢⎣
2g + 2h − c −c − g − h 2c − g − h
0 0 0
2g − b − c −b − c − g 2b + 2c − g
⎤
⎥⎦
+ u3
⎡
⎢⎣
b + 2h b − h −2b − h
b + c − 2g b + c + g −2b − 2c + g
0 0 0
⎤
⎥⎦
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
.
The column vector of row sums of G(e, u) is given by growsum = G(e, u)e = g·e where g· =
1
(u1+u2+u3) , so that each row sum is g·
The row vector of column sums of G(e, u) is g
T
colsum = e
T
G = [g·1, g·2, g·3], where
g·1 = g·
3δ
(3δ + u1(−b + c − 2g − 4h) + u2(−b − 2c + 2h + 4g) + u3(2b + c + 2h − 2g)) ,
g·2 = g·
3δ
(3δ + u1(c + g + 2h − b) + u2(−b − 2c − 2g − h) + u3(2b − h + c + g)) ,
g·3 = g·
3δ
(3δ + u1(g + 2h − 2c + 2b) + u2(2b + 4c − 2g − h) + u3(−4b − 2c + g − h)) .
For G = G(e, u) to be semi-magic we require each g·i to equal g·. It can be shown that, under
this condition, the only feasible solution to the above equations is u1 = u2 = u3. Further, by taking
u1 = u2 = u3 = u( /= 0)we obtain the generic semi-magic form of G asG(e, ue) = [I − P + ueeT ]−1.
For all doubly-stochastic P, G(e, ue) is always semi-magic with row and column sums = (1/nu),
(as can be veriﬁed using (4.1) and (4.2), since
e
T [I − P + ueeT ]−1 = T/u(Te) = T = (1/nu)eT
and [I − P + ueeT ]−1e = e/(ueTe) = (1/nu)e.)
Under the condition of superstochasticity of P, G = G(e, u) simpliﬁes to
G(e,u) = 1
3δ(u1 + u2 + u3)
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎡
⎢⎣
δ δ δ
δ δ δ
δ δ δ
⎤
⎥⎦+ u1
⎡
⎢⎣
0 0 0
− 8
3
+ 2b + 3c 4
3
− b 4
3
− b − 3c
b − 4
3
2
3
− 2b 2
3
+ b
⎤
⎥⎦
+ u2
⎡
⎢⎣
8
3
− 2b − 3c b − 4
3
− 4
3
+ b + 3c
0 0 0
4
3
− b − 3c − 2
3
− b − 2
3
+ 2b + 3c
⎤
⎥⎦
+ u3
⎡
⎢⎣
4
3
− b − 2
3
+ 2b − 2
3
− b
− 4
3
+ b + 3c 2
3
+ b 2
3
− 2b − 3c
0 0 0
⎤
⎥⎦
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
.
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Observe that growsum = Ge = G(e, u)e = g·e where g· = 1/(u1 + u2 + u3). As in the aforemen-
tioned case, since gTcolsum = [g·1, g·2, g·3], the only possibility for G to be semi-magic, with all the
column sums of G(e, u) equal to g·, is u1 = u2 = u3.
It is easily seen that the diagonal sum = g· + 23δ and that the skew-diagonal sum g·.
Thus in no case, with P superstochastic, can G(e, u) be magic (since δ /= 0 by assumption.)
For the Lo Shu and Fire square superstochastic matrices, Z(= G(n)ee ) is skew-diagonal semi-magic,
with common row, column and skew-diagonal sums all 1, while Gee is also skew-diagonal semi-magic
with common sums of 1/3, as is A#, with common sums of 0. The diagonal sums (the trace of the
respective g-inverses) are η for each of Geb, G
(r)
eb Z = G(n)ee ; η − 2/3 for Gee, and η − 1 for A# = A†,
consistent with (7.2).
(Note that in [3] it is shown that the Moore–Penrose inverse of a 3 × 3 semi-magic matrix with
magic sum s is also semi-magic with magic number s+ = 1/s if s /= 0 and s+ = 0 if s = 0.)
The mean ﬁrst passage time matrix is
M = [mij] =
⎡
⎢⎢⎣

1
c+g+h
2
b+d+f
3
f+g+h
1

2
d+b+c
3
h+d+f
1
g+b+c
2

3
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ .
Under doubly-stochastic conditions for P,
M = [mij] =
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
3
c+g+h
δ
2b+h
δ
2(g+h)−c
δ
3
2(b+c)−g
δ
b+2h
δ
b+c+g
δ
3
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ ,
where δ = gb + hc + hb.
For this doubly-stochastic case:
Me = 3 + 2b + c + g + 2h
δ
e, e
T
M = 3 + b − c + 2g + h
δ
e + 3
δ
[h, c, b + c − g],
the diagonal sum = 9, and the skew-diagonal sum = 3(b+h)
δ
+ 3.
ForM to be semi-magicwe require, from the column sums, that h = c and g = b. It is easily veriﬁed
that this implies that the common rowand column sums are equal. Thus for a doubly-stochasticmatrix
of the form
P =
⎡
⎣1 − b − c b cc 1 − b − c b
b c 1 − b − c
⎤
⎦ ,
the mean ﬁrst passage time matrix
M =
⎡
⎢⎣
3 b+2c
δ
2b+c
δ
2b+c
δ
3 b+2c
δ
b+2c
δ
2b+c
δ
3
⎤
⎥⎦ is also semi-magic.
(For full magic properties of M we require each row, column, diagonal and skew-diagonal sum to be
9. It is easily seen that this is achieved when h = c and g = b together with the requirement that
2δ = b + c or 2(b2 + c2 + bc) = b + c. Note however that P is not magic under these conditions.)
Under superstochastic conditions for P,
M = [mij] =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
3
4
3
−b
δ
2
3
+b
δ
8
3
−3c−2b
δ
3
2b+3c− 2
3
δ
4
3
−b
δ
2
3
+b
δ
3
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦where δ = 13
(
4b + 2c − 3b2 − 6bc
)
.
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For this superstochastic case:Me =
(
3 + 2
δ
)
ewith constant rowsumsof 3 + 2
δ
. The columns sums
are typically unequal with e
T
M =
(
3 + 2
δ
)
e + 1
δ
[2 − 3b − 3c, 0, 3b + 3c − 2], with the diagonal
sum = 9, and skew-diagonal sum = 3 + 2
δ
, the same as the row sums.
For the natural superstochastic transition matrix the row and skew-diagonal sums are each 9.174
while the value is 8.4217 for both the Fire Square and Lo Shu cases, with none of these cases yielding
constant column sums. However, for all superstochastic transition matrices the column sums ofM are
in an arithmetic progression with themiddle sum equal to the common row and skew-diagonal sums.
The diagonal sums are each 9 as eachmii = 3.
For M to be magic, we ﬁrst require equal row sums, implying b + c = 2
3
. This then implies that
theM row sum = M column sum = M skew-diagonal sum = 3 + 2
δ
. In order for this to equal the M
diagonal sumwe require δ = 1
3
. Substitution of b + c = 2
3
in the expression for δ leads to a quadratic
with two equal solutions of b = 1
3
implying c = 1
3
.
Thus, the only order three superstochastic Markov chain with a fully magic ﬁrst mean passage time
matrix is the Markov chain with transition matrix P =
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
1
3
1
3
1
3
1
3
1
3
1
3
1
3
1
3
1
3
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ and mean ﬁrst passage time
matrixM =
⎡
⎣3 3 33 3 3
3 3 3
⎤
⎦.
Deﬁne τ = b + c + d + f + g + h. From [6], for any three-state Markov chain, the expected time
to mixing τM is given by
τM = τ

= b + c + d + f + g + h
fg + dh + dg + gb + hc + hb + bf + cd + cf .
Under doubly-stochastic conditions, τM = 2b+c+2h+g3(gb+hc+hb) .
Under superstochastic conditions, τM = 24b+2c−6bc−3b2 = 2(1−3b)(b+2c)+3b .
For all three-state Markov chains, τM  1, with the lower bound of 1 achieved by periodic period
3 Markov chains [6,9]. For the natural magic case τM = 2.2388 while for Lo Shu and Fire Wire τM =
1.8072. What is the lower bound of τM for doubly-stochastic chains and/or superstochastic Markov
chains?
Observe that the only magic order three Markov chain with fully magicM, (as above with b = c =
1/3) achieves τM = 2. Can we improve this for superstochastic chains?
For 0 < b < 1, 0 c < 1, 0 < 1 − b − c < 1, the minimum value of τM is 1.5 which occurs at
b = 2/3, c = 0. Thus, for superstochastic chains, τM > 1.5. This lower bound is not achieved since c
must exceed 0.
9. Four-state Markov chains
We consider the superstochastic transition matrices PA, PB, PC , and PD generated by A4, B4, C4, and
D4, respectively, the natural magic square, Dürer’s magic square, the Sagrada Familiamagic square and
the Chautisa Yantra magic square, as given in Section 1.
Using MATLAB, each of the generalized inverses formed from the relevant Markovian kernel, has
the properties alluded to earlier. For each of the above four superstochastic matrices we consider the
forms Gee, G
(r)
eb , Geb, Z(= G(n)ee ), and A#(= A†). The generalized inverses associated with PA andPB have
different general properties to those associated with PC and PD.
For each of the aforementioned four cases, all the row sums, and all the column sums, of Geb, Z
are 1, for Gee the sums are 1/4, and for A
# the sums are 0. (These sums are the respective g values
corresponding to Ge = ge.) Thus G(n)ee , Geb, Z, Gee, A#, and A† are each at least semi-magic. G(r)eb has
constant row sums equal to 1, but does not have constant column sums and thus is not semi-magic.
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Further differences appear when we consider the diagonal and skew diagonal sums. For G
(r)
eb , Geb, Z
the diagonal sum (trace of the respective g-inverse) is 4.1487 for the natural magic square case, 4.1172
for the Dürer case, 4.1003 for the Sagrada Familia case and 3.8706 for the Chautisa Yantra case (when
g = 1). For the Gee case all these values are reduced by 0.25 (corresponding to g = 1/4)while for the
group inverse and Moore–Penrose case these values are reduced by 1 (corresponding to g = 0 case).
For the skew diagonal sumswe get a distinct separation of two types ofmagic squares. For G
(r)
eb , Geb,
and Z the skew diagonal sum (trace of the ﬂipped g-inverse) is 0 for both the natural magic and
the Dürer cases but 0.0013 for the Sagrada Familia case and 0.1036 for the Chautisa Yantra case. We
have no concrete reason why this should be the case. For the Gee case all these values are reduced by
0.75(= 1 − g) while for the group inverse and the Moore–Penrose case these values are reduced by
1(= 1 − g).
For the associated mean ﬁrst passage time matrices all magic squares yield constant row sums
(16.5948 for the natural magic square, 16.4689 for the Dürer case, 16.4011 for the Sagrada Familia
square and 15.4822 for the Chautisa Yantra case.) Observe that these values are exactly four times the
respective diagonal sums of the generalized inverses with g = 1.
There is no constancy of column sums and no arithmetic progression between the values is evident
as in the three state case.
The diagonal sums are 16, as to be expected, as each diagonal element is 4, the reciprocal of the
stationary probability (1/4) of being in each state.
The skew diagonal sums are 16.5948 for the natural magic square case, 16.4689 for the Dürer case,
i.e., the same as the common row sums for these two cases, but 16.3958 for the Sagrada Familia square
and 15.068 for the Chautisa Yantra case. There is no obvious relationship between these skew diagonal
sums and the row sums of M apart from the relationships developed in Section 5, when a particular
g-inverse is being used to derive expressions for the elements of M. Observe that M is skew diagonal
semi-magic in the natural magic and Dürer cases but is not fully magic.
10. Observations
This article raises some interesting relationships amongst the elements of matrices used to ﬁnd
the stochastic properties of “semi-magic” and “magic”Markov chains. Some interpretations have been
given for some of the relationships, such as the expected time to mixing in relation to the diagonal
sums.However further considerationneeds tobegiven to establishing formal proofs of results basedon
observations developed from the calculations performed by running MATLAB. Further, some physical
interpretation as the meaning of some of the sums would aid in establishing equivalent expressions
as well as explaining the differences observed.
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